Interaction between PHOX2B and CREBBP mediates synergistic activation: mechanistic implications of PHOX2B mutants.
Congenital central hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS) is a disorder of the autonomic nervous system. The genetic defect is usually caused by heterozygous mutations of the PHOX2B gene such as a 20-alanine tract (+5 to+13 alanines) expansion (approximately 95%) and occasional frameshift or missense mutations. Cytoplasmic aggregates were shown in PHOX2B proteins with longer alanine tract (+9 and longer) expansion and impaired DNA binding was observed in PHOX2B proteins with frameshift, missense, or longer alanine tract (+9 and longer) expansion. Defective transactivation activity was shown in certain PHOX2B mutants. However, PHOX2B proteins with short alanine tract (+5 to+7) expansion in the majority of patients (approximately 75%) did not have cytoplasmic aggregates or DNA binding defects. CREB-binding protein (CREBBP/CBP) is a transcriptional coactivator that interacts with multiple transcription factors to cause synergistic activation. Here we show that CBP interacted with PHOX2B and served as its coactivator to mediate synergistic activation. Wild-type PHOX2B and CBP used specific domains to interact with each other. The domains of CBP that interacted with different PHOX2B mutants were different compared to those interacting with wild-type PHOX2B. Transient cotransfection assays using different PHOX2B mutants and CBP showed the impaired synergistic activation caused by different PHOX2B mutants. An interfering effect was observed in certain PHOX2B mutants. These results demonstrated that aberrant interaction of PHOX2B mutants with CBP and/or an interfering effect of certain PHOX2B mutants may be the critical mechanism to impair synergistic activation, thereby contributing to the phenotypes of CCHS.